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Bob Evans Restaurants® Voted ‘Favorite Breakfast Chain’ 
Restaurant earns top spots for high-quality food and healthy choices in the breakfast category  

 

 
 

New Albany, Ohio (February 1, 2016) – A recent study conducted by Market Force 
Information® named Bob Evans as the nation’s Favorite Breakfast Chain. More than 6,700 

consumers were polled for the study, which ranks major restaurant chains in five categories: general 
menu, Italian, steakhouse, breakfast, and buffet. Bob Evans ranked No. 1 in the breakfast 

category and was also a food favorite, taking the top spots for high-quality food and healthy choices 
in the breakfast category. 

In August, the company launched “Best-in-Class Breakfast,” a breakfast menu relaunch that touted 
“breakfast so fresh, you can taste the difference.” The relaunch highlighted the farm-fresh 

ingredients used in the brand’s breakfast menu, including fresh, never frozen, Bob Evans sausage, 



 

fresh-cracked eggs from Midwestern farms, 100% orange juice, fresh-cut potatoes, and freshly 

brewed coffee with 100% Arabica beans.  

“Bob Evans is known for breakfast,” said John Fisher, executive vice president of restaurants at Bob 

Evans Farms. “Sure, we have great food, but it’s our employees that make Bob Evans special for our 
guests. It’s that warm smile and genuine ‘thanks for being here’ hospitality that really makes our 

breakfast best in class. At Bob Evans, we treat strangers like friends and friends like family. Bob 
would be proud of us today!”           

For the complete Market Force study, click here.  
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About Bob Evans Farms, Inc. 
Bob Evans Farms, Inc. owns and operates full-service restaurants under the Bob Evans Restaurants brand name.  At 
the end of the second fiscal quarter (October 23, 2015), Bob Evans Restaurants owned and operated 547 family 
restaurants in 18 states, primarily in the Midwest, mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions of the United States. Bob Evans 
Farms, Inc., through its BEF Foods segment, is also a leading producer and distributor of refrigerated side dishes, 
pork sausage and a variety of refrigerated and frozen convenience food items under the Bob Evans and Owens 
brand names.  For more information about Bob Evans Farms, Inc., visit www.bobevans.com.  
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